if one knows nothing about Zionism, one can sense that it is but a family name for a cornucopia of ideologies and narratives, and that many choices which today seem inevitable were no more than a combination of fate and human choices. The roads not taken also serve as a literary device with which to portray meek Beham in sharp contrast to his opinionated rivals. One cannot escape the impression that Shachar conveys in his article that the way of the meek -if not the meek themselves -has in fact inherited the earth. Underneath this rich and analytical article lies, so it seems, a strong message regarding the most democratic value of them all -the humanistic belief in the agency and power of the ordinary man.
Shachar is an enthusiastic storyteller, yet at the same time it is with irony and detachment that he discusses the facts, particularly when he breaks out of the mythical imagery of his narrative and talks about the "quasi-sacred font" and the "fake parchment-like paper."
2 He is also a modest and honest writer who does not attempt to conceal the places where inevitable gaps in documentation have compelled him to venture educated guesses. Inviting the reader to follow the path of the historian's legwork teaches an important lesson to overconfident colleagues as well as to beginning students.
And so there arises a wonderful tale about a meek, unknown lawyer whom Shachar has reinstated as the true architect of the Israeli Declaration of Independence, after his very existence was concealed from history and fellow historians, juxtaposed with actual events as recorded and reconstructed. Some of these details are less than compelling -such as the fact that the first draft was written by the lawyer, Beham, on the Sabbath, when writing is forbidden, in a Rabbi's library of all places. If one were looking for yet another transgression to add to the long list of sins related to the creation of the State of Israel, here it is.
Shachar's article raises numerous issues: the mechanism for choosing and adapting a legal text; the way history works and the way individuals shape it; the various drafts, their respective authors, and the relationships within different institutions, as well as between institutions; questions relating to the right to establish the state; the name and identity of God; myth, history, reality, property rights, and the identity of the parents of the nation; and one subject which, although never overtly raised, pervades the entire article, especially since the question of parenthood seems so paramount: the identity of the child -the identity of the newborn nation-state. This is a subject upon which Shachar touches, while still leaving much to the reader's imagination. Writing a declaration of independence was only one part of constructing a national identity. Borrowing existing models, stripping them of their foreign colors, and transplanting them into the sun-parched soil of the land of Israel were among the ways in which Hebrew culture was constructed in the pre-state era. Other notable ways included new inventions or the continuation of older models (such as Rubashov's Hassidic speech). 3 The borrowing of models was manifested in various fields: in literature, medicine, sport, music and education, to mention but a few. So although Beham's rivals chose not to rely on foreign or readymade sources, their choice is as unexceptional as was Beham's choice to use, among other things, the American Declaration of Independence.
Finally, two crucial issues raised by Shachar merit mention. The first relates to "Tsur Israel" -the name and identity of the God chosen by Beham. 4 It would appear that Tsur Israel was chosen because it best accommodated the imagined child -the newly-formed Hebrew and Jewish state. One of the goals of the state was to provide a place for a new-old nation. Zionism was trying to avoid universalism, and aimed at transforming the cosmopolitan Jew into a locally-shaped individual. The images of God and man, as well as the form of the new nation, are all interrelated. Man creates the image of God no less than God creates the image of man. And so the local God was summoned. It was a solid God, compressed and present in the shape of a Rock -a firm resting place for the tired feet of the wandering Jew. After Auschwitz, only a territorial God could be trusted and, even then, only as a witness. Rationalism, skepticism and a sober nation emerged from the ruins of Europe. The only possible God still left standing in the arena was an ancient one -untouched by time, yet limited to a certain territory. Thus, Tsur Israel seemed a wise choice, far removed from the lofty and unparticular Divine Providence. Tsur Israel was concrete and real, like the land and the war, encapsulating the whole shift from exile to homeland.
The second key issue raised by Shachar relates to the question regarding the dual parenthood that was carefully chosen and sequenced. 5 In the final version of the document, the Yishuv and the Zionist movement are mentioned together, while any allusion to the Diaspora is omitted. This may be attributed to the fact that the creation of a state -and a nation-state in particularcalls for distinguishing between those who belong to it and those who do not. Under the circumstances, the reference to the Yishuv was critical because, as Ben-Gurion was reading the declaration, Ultra-Orthodox Jews were taking part in the war, although they did not usually share his Zionist ideology. Thus, mentioning the first parent, the Yishuv, was all-inclusive, whereas referring to the second parent -the Zionist movement -excluded Diaspora Jews who were not Zionists. The parenthood issue served as an act of demarcation in another sense as well -distinguishing between the limited mythical rights of all Jews who had dreamed of the Land of Israel over the generations, and the concrete rights of parenthood of members of the Yishuv and the Zionist movement who were actually investing their efforts, fighting for the nascent state. This very concrete choice was intended to reflect the image of the desired child: one who is committed to the goal either through action and ideology or through locus. The Yishuv comes first, since the state was initially bought with its blood, sweat and tears. The role of the Zionist movement was eclipsed when, not long after reading the declaration, David Ben-Gurion, among others, chose to further diminish its role, elevating those of the state and its people instead. It is also important to note that the Yishuv was further cut off physically, metaphorically and culturally from the Jews of the Diaspora.
